Who’s in control of the powerful you and why that is about to change

Chapter 4

The universal
Law of Transfiguration

“With universal laws you’re always
caught because they’re built into
the Adamantine particles of the
universe, they are the structure.
They’re not external to you,
they’re within you, they’re
within all of us.”
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T

here’s obviously a gap between where most of
humanity is today and the Homo luminous state into
which we’re rapidly evolving. What this means is that
humanity is about to go through a series of significant changes as we close that gap. These changes could look a bit
topsy-turvey if you choose to stay inside the washing machine.
The objective of this book is to outline a range of possibilities of
what is highly likely to occur, and give you some information to
help you and yours enjoy the transition period.
Think of yourself as a spark plug. You have to build up sufficient energy (vibration) to jump the gap. The sooner you jump the
gap the sooner you’re on the fun side of this. To this end, it’ll be
helpful to understand a couple of the 102 universal laws that
apply to you. In this chapter, I feel you’ll find it useful if we discuss
the Law of Transfiguration and a primary law that it’s strongly
related to, the universal Law of Cause and Effect.
Universal laws aren’t like traffic laws. Traffic laws are manmade so they’re external to you. You may or may not obey them.
There may or may not be consequences of obeying or not, depending upon whether you’re caught. With universal laws you’re
always caught.
Built into the Adamantine particles of the universe, they are
the structure of the universe. They’re not external to you, they’re
within you, they’re within all of us.

The Law of Transfiguration
and its relationship to
the Law of Cause and Effect
The Law of Transfiguration says that as something rises in
vibration those things of lower vibration attached to it will fall away.
Imagine you’re a dust cloth. You take yourself outside and you
shake yourself in the fresh air. The low energy dust falls off. When
you increase the energy with which you shake yourself, even more
dust comes off. Next, you spread yourself over a railing and allow
yourself to be gently swatted with a broom. More dust comes off.
Let’s personalize this information for you.
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When you’re increasing your awareness and your vibration
is going up, those things in your life of a lower vibration are going
to fall away. For example, relationships that are no longer serving
you at the higher vibration will end. Friends and business colleagues of lower vibration will move out of your life. If your job is of
a lower vibration, you’ll probably find yourself looking for a new
job. The very things that used to interest you are going to change
to suit your higher vibration. Also, and most importantly, beliefs
and emotions of low vibration are going to rise up in your energy
field. These will include beliefs you didn’t even know you had.
You’re going to want to recognize them, take the learning from
them, and let them go. Holding onto them is apt to bring painful
experiences into your life. The experiences are the messaging
system.

Let’s look at the 99%
of the unseen you
In terms of frequencies, it’s easily understood. Let’s view it from
the perspective of the universal Law of Attraction, which has rightfully received much attention because of the movie The Secret. I
once was talking on the telephone to a friend who was lamenting
that everyone he met was angry, and that upset him. I mentioned
the reason for this was that he was angry. Because he was angry,
his Spirit was providing him with lots of situations of anger so he
could see the anger in himself. Seeing it he could learn from it
and release it. I volunteered that I hadn’t met an angry person in
four years. This coincided with releasing my anger. Let’s examine
this from the perspective of energy.
This particular person had the frequency of anger vibrating
within his energy field. That frequency of anger was being broadcast by his energy field. Pursuant to the Law of Similars (Attraction), his broadcast anger was like a homing signal to attract more
anger into his life. Anger is a low vibration. When he chooses to
release his angry vibrations, his overall vibration is going to go
up. Because his hologram will then no longer have the vibration
of anger in it, angry people won’t be attracted into his life any
longer.
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Everything that happens to you
is a mirror for you to see yourself
In making these types of statements and assessments of self,
it’s very important to look at the subtleties between frequencies.
Sometime prior to the phone call, I had worked with a healer who’d
suggested I had certain negative emotional states bottled up
inside me. I commented that it was good that at least none of
them were anger. She responded: “Well then, why is red light
firing out of your energy field when you say that?” Her comment
startled me out of my complacency and into a place of higher awareness. When I choose to look at
my own beliefs, thoughts, values and attitudes energetically, I have to be in a place of
complete honesty. I have to be
much more alert as to what is
happening in my life and all
around me.
What beliefs you actually
contain within your energy
fields are going to be shown to
you by the universal Law of
Cause and Effect. The universe
works perfectly. It’s actually
energetically mirroring to you
what is going on inside your energy systems. Your personal universal mirrors, which reflect
what is going on in you, are governed by the universal Law of
Cause and Effect. That’s why I say there are no accidents in the
universe. Everything that happens in the course of your day has
meaning. It’s provided to you so you can learn. Pay attention. If
the person at the take-out counter is rude to you, then you want
to look for the rudeness within you. If the people around you are
impatient, then you want to look for the impatience within yourself. If you witness an act of intolerance, then look for the intolerance within. If there are unhappy people around you, look for the

The Law of
Transfiguration says
that as something
rises in vibration those
things of lower
vibration attached
to it will fall away
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unhappiness within. If people around you are complaining and
causing you frustration, look for the frustrated (perhaps silent)
complainer within. Similarly, if people are joyous around you, then
they’re showing you the joy
within.
In every situation, the
people around you are acting
as mirrors, and they’re mirroring back to you what is going on within yourself. Therefore, life is constantly showing you lessons about yourself. You’re being shown what
your container contains, and
you’re being shown the rules
you’re operating by. This is
giving you constant feedback
about what you believe and
feel and think. If anything you
don’t like happens in your life
there’s a simple solution— change you. You see, nothing is happening to you — everything is happening for you. Change yourself
and your world reflects back to you the change.

The universe works
perfectly. It’s
actually energetically
mirroring to you what
is going on inside your
energy systems

Instant feedback
Everything is information, and all information is of the utmost
importance. It’s showing you how to change your world forever. All
changes happen in energy. For example, let’s say you often feel
worried or stressed, angry and fearful, abused or unfairly treated.
Or, let’s say you are sad or you are apathetic. These are all energy
states of low vibration. When you remove them, then via the universal Law of Cause and Effect, the mirrors in your personal universe change. Instantly, new and different things of the changed
you will be reflected back. Those people who made you angry, or
abused you, or treated you unfairly, have done their job so then
they can leave your life. If you think that anyone in your life has
done something to you and the problem is with them, then you’ve
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become a river in Egypt. You are ‘de Nile’, meaning you are ‘in
denial’. You are denying that your vibration brought these people
and the events into your life. You are denying yourself the golden
offer of helping you to change. This is why you want to honour and
respect everyone you encounter. They’re all working for you.

The Boston Presentation
I had to give a presentation to a large financial fund in Boston.
My company wanted to raise $75 million. As I stood in the reception area I had butterflies. Everything is information. I knew I
could muscle through the presentation. I’ve been doing it my whole
life. But this time, in a state of higher awareness, I decided I wasn’t
going to “soldier on”. Standing in the waiting room, I decided to
capture the butterflies and release them forever.
I allowed my mind to focus into the physical location where I
was feeling queasy — my stomach. When I did, I began seeing
events of early in my life in which I had been the object of ridicule. When I’d been laughed at, it made me feel I wasn’t good
enough. I felt that belief was causing the butterflies. There are
many ways to release a limiting belief and I dedicate a significant
portion of Book III in this series to that topic. In this particular case,
I envisioned the belief being burnt in the brightest of flames. Sometimes it takes more power than this, but in this case it worked. I
immediately felt myself change. The butterflies were set free forever. The presentation door opened and it went great. A portion of
the $75 million was raised.

Awareness and vibration
go hand in hand
So, as my awareness went up, my vibration went up. I had
removed the limiting belief. Because the belief was no longer in
me, my mirrors shifted and the next 15 presentations were joyful
— smooth as silk, as they say. I no longer needed the butterflies
to protect me from public speaking and potentially getting hurt.
The belief behind that fear was gone. Limiting beliefs are of low
vibration, so when you remove one your vibration goes up, your
mirrors are adjusted and you now broadcast and reflect your
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higher state of energy. This is the universal Law of Transfiguration at work. In my higher state of vibration I could no longer hold
onto a belief that I would be embarrassed by public speaking.

The universal Law
of Cause and Effect and society
Our society builds up its own mirrors. These mirrors reflect
our collective thoughts as a society back at us. Humanity has
looked into these mirrors and said, “Enough.” Humanity, as a whole,
has begun rising in vibration and awareness. The mirrors of our
society are reflecting this. Change is underway.

Transfiguration of Society

My examples of how the Law of Transfiguration works have been
at the personal level. However, all of us in society are connected
via the Matrix. Therefore, the laws of physics applying to me and
you are going to be at work equally in groups of people, and society
at large. When I removed my belief that I wasn’t good enough,
collective consciousness had just a little bit less vibration of inadequacy. An action by one person impacts, bit by bit, everyone who’s
holding onto a belief of inadequacy.
Just as it works with negative emotions, it works with positive
emotions as well. As more and more of us rise in vibration, society is achieving a point where the higher vibration in some reaches
a critical mass in energy. That critical mass will vibrate through
and shift everyone in the system and society will move to the
higher vibration. When the existing fear-based systems fall away,
all of society is going to vault into a much higher state of vibration.
It needn’t be a long, slow process. We’re moving from a low
energy state to a higher energy state. It takes a long time for a
balloon to drift to Earth, but once filled with helium it rises swiftly.
The transition through mass systems failures could be very unsettling for those who aren’t prepared. The more you depend upon
and resonate with the very systems that are going to fail, the more
water you’ll experience rocking your boat.
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Avoid fighting the crocodiles
while the draining of the swamp is underway
Currently humanity is attending to the destruction of life on
Earth at an alarming rate. It took 65 million years of creation and
evolution for 30 million lifeforms to emerge on the Earth. In a
scant 100 years, 15 million species have been rendered extinct.
It’s like the death of birth. The entire swamp of abuses and misconceptions that led us to this behaviour are about to be drained.
Remember, the systems that are going to fail are systems based
in low vibration. They are controlling systems based in fear. We’re
throwing the fear bath water out and the fear-based systems are
going with it. These fear-based systems will be replaced with new
systems, systems that will be better by an order of magnitude. Keep
this thought front and center as you’re witnessing what I hope
will be the relatively short-lived turmoil.
Before looking at the systems that are beginning to fall away,
let’s examine the two prime participants in the duel.

Pure Leadership is about staying in Stillness and out
of the washing machine of the drama when systems fail. From
Stillness it will be clear what actions you want to take.
The washing machine will be filled with negative emotions. From a place of clarity, you can share why what
comes next will be orders of magnitude better than what
is being replaced.
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